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Electric Nameplates
Some appliances use more energy than others to accomplish the same task. Appliances that are very energy efficient are approved by the 
government’s ENERGY STAR®  program and have the ENERGY STAR®  label on them. This means they have met high standards set by the 
government for energy efficiency.

Every machine that runs on electricity has an electric nameplate on it. The nameplate is usually a silver sticker that looks like the picture 
below. The nameplate has information about the amount of electricity the machine uses. Sometimes, the current is listed. The current is 
measured in amperes (A). Sometimes, the voltage the machine needs is listed. The voltage is listed in volts (V). Sometimes, the wattage is 
listed. The wattage is measured in watts (W). If the wattage isn’t listed, then the current and voltage are both listed.

If the wattage is not listed, you can calculate the wattage using the following formula:

 wattage    =   current    x   voltage

     W  =     A     x V

     W  =  1.0A     x  5V

     W  =   5W

Often, the letters UL are on the nameplate. UL stands for 
Underwriters Laboratories, Inc., which conducts tests on thousands 
of machines and appliances. The UL mark means that samples of 
the machines and appliances have been tested to make sure they 
are safe.  

You can find out how much it costs to operate any appliance or 
machine if you know the wattage.  Let’s take a look at some of 
the machines in your school.  The nameplate is usually located 
on the bottom or back.  See if you can find the nameplates on the 
computers, printers, monitors, televisions, and other machines in 
your classroom.  Put the information in the chart below and figure 
out the wattage for each one.

MACHINE OR APPLIANCE CURRENT VOLTAGE WATTAGE UL TESTED

Copier 11A 115V 1,265W yes
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Some appliances use more energy than others to accomplish the same task. Appliances
that are very energy efficient are approved by the government’s ENERGY STAR®  program
and have the ENERGY STAR®  label on them. This means they have met high standards set
by the government for energy efficiency.

Every machine that runs on electricity has an electric nameplate on it. The nameplate is usually a silver
sticker that looks like the picture below. The nameplate has information about the amount of electricity the
machine uses. Sometimes, the current is listed. The current is measured in amperes (A). Sometimes, the
voltage the machine needs is listed. The voltage is listed in volts (V). Sometimes, the wattage is listed. The
wattage is measured in watts (W). If the wattage isn’t listed, then the current and voltage are both listed.

If the wattage isn’t listed, you can calculate the wattage using the following formula, like this:

Often, the letters UL are on the nameplate. UL stands for Underwriters Laboratories, Inc., which conducts
tests on thousands of machines and appliances. The UL mark means that samples of the machines and
appliances have been tested to make sure they are safe.

You can find out how much it costs to operate any appliance or machine if you know the wattage.  Take a look
at some of the machines in your school. The nameplate is usually located on the bottom or back.  See if you
can find the nameplates on the computers, printers, monitors, televisions, and other machines in your classroom.
Put the information in the chart below and figure out the wattage for each one.

 Electric Nameplates

     Machine         Current      Voltage    Wattage UL tested

CopierCopierCopierCopierCopier    11 A   11 A   11 A   11 A   11 A           115 V          115 V          115 V          115 V          115 V         1,265 W        1,265 W        1,265 W        1,265 W        1,265 W       yes      yes      yes      yes      yes

wattage = current     x   voltage

    W =     A     x       V

    W =  1.0A     x      5V

    W =   5W
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Cost of Using Machines
Calculate how much it costs to operate the machines in your classroom that you looked at before. You need to know the wattage, the cost 
of electricity, and the number of hours a week each machine is used.  

You can estimate the number of hours the machine is used each week, then multiply by 40 to get the yearly use.  We are using 40 weeks for 
schools, because school buildings aren’t used every week of the year. Using the copier as an example, if it is used for ten hours each week, 
we can find the yearly use like this:

  Yearly use   =   10 hours/week   x   40 weeks/year   =    400 hours/year

Remember that electricity is measured in kilowatt-hours. You will need to change the watts to kilowatts. One kilowatt is equal to 1,000 
watts. To get kilowatts, you must divide the watts by 1,000.  Using the copier as an example, divide like this:

    kW =    W/1,000

    kW =    1,265/1,000    =   1.265

The average cost of electricity for schools in the U.S. is about eleven cents per kilowatt-hour. You can use this rate or find out the actual 
rate from your school’s electric bill. Using the average cost of electricity, we can figure out how much it costs to run the copier for a year by 
using this formula:

Yearly cost     =    Hours used x  Kilowatts    x     Cost of electricity (kWh)

Yearly cost     =    400 hours/year x 1.265 kW    x     $0.11/kWh

Yearly cost   =    400 x 1.265 x    0.11    =    $55.66

MACHINE OR 
APPLIANCE HOURS PER WEEK HOURS PER YEAR WATTS (W) KILOWATTS (kW) RATE ($/kWh) ANNUAL COST

Copier 10 400 hours 1,265 W 1.265 kW $0.11 $55.66
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Environmental Impact
When we breathe, we produce carbon dioxide. When we burn fuels, we produce carbon dioxide too. Carbon dioxide (CO2) is a greenhouse 
gas. Greenhouse gases hold heat in the atmosphere. They keep our planet warm enough for us to live, but since the Industrial Revolution, 
we have been producing more carbon dioxide than ever before. Since 1850, the level of CO2 in our atmosphere has increased more than 
45 percent.

Research shows that greenhouse gases are trapping more heat in the atmosphere. Scientists believe this is causing the average temperature 
of the Earth’s atmosphere to rise. They call this global climate change or global warming. Global warming refers to an average increase 
in the temperature of the atmosphere, which in turn causes changes in climate. A warmer atmosphere may lead to changes in rainfall 
patterns, a rise in sea level, and a wide range of impacts on plants, wildlife, and humans. When scientists talk about the issue of climate 
change, their concern is about global warming caused by human activities. 

Driving cars and trucks produces carbon dioxide because fuel is burned. Heating homes by burning natural gas, wood, heating oil, or 
propane produces carbon dioxide too. 

Making electricity can also produce carbon dioxide. Some energy sources—such as hydropower, solar, wind, geothermal, and nuclear—do 
not produce carbon dioxide, because no fuel is burned. About 32 percent of our electricity, however, comes from burning natural gas. 
Another 30 percent comes from burning coal. Petroleum and biomass account for another 2 percent. 

The general rule is that, on average, every kilowatt-hour of electricity produces 1.6 pounds of carbon dioxide. Let’s use this rule to figure 
out how much carbon dioxide is produced by the machines in your classroom. You can put the figures from the earlier worksheets in the 
boxes below. Here are the figures for the copier: 

 CO2 a year  =  wattage x hours of use x rate of CO2/kWh

 CO2 a year  =  1.265 kW x 400 hr/yr x 1.6 lb/kWh = 810 lbs

MACHINE OR APPLIANCE KILOWATTS (kW) RATE OF CO2/kWh (LBS) HOURS PER YEAR CO2/YEAR (LBS)

Copier 1.265 kW 1.6 400 hours 810


